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VOLUME 5.

FIRE AT CONEY
id.

fers

seaside

resort

SEVERELY FROM
DISASTROUS CONFLAGRATION

SAND

the Winifred Mine for a moment, and
then continued in the direction of
Chrisholm. Mahoney said he expectsuf- ed to remain upon the range for ten
days, and also that the strike would
A
continue in the same way as it had
been conducted up to the present and
there would be no violence. He deplores the presence of so many armed deputies.

VETERAN OF THE CIVIL WAR
REPORTED TO BE DYING.
Worcester, Mass., July 29. General
Josiah Pickett, 85 years of age, a veteran of the Civil war, is said to be dying here technically a Military Prisoner. At the Battle of Cold Harbor,
Two to Three Hundred Firms Put Out when
Colonel of the 25th MassachuOf Business. A Cigarette Caused setts, in
a fit of anger he replied
The Fire. Insurance Amounts to On roughly to General
Stannard, .Is suply $180,000.
Many Hotels Were De- erior, who placed
under arrest,
him
stroyed.
and took his sword. The record of
arrest was never changed, though
Pickett was commended by Stannard
for valor, and Pickett has declared he
will die under arrest.
New York, July 29. A shocking
loss of life and the destruction of pro- TRADE AUTHORITIES PREDICT INCREASED PROSPERITY
perty estimated at more than a mil-Io- n
New York', July 29. The Times toof dollars, was caused by fires in day publishes opinions of a scores
New York and the immediate vicini- or more Editors of Trade publications
ty in the twenty-fou- r
hours ending at on actual trade conditions and the out
eight o'clock this morning. Twenty look. Opinions are almost unanimous
are dead, and fifteen Buffering from ly optimistic.
Trade authorities se in the outlook
Injuries resulting from the burning of a continuation of and even an increase
a six story double tenement in Chris- of the prosperity which the country
tie street and the financial loss re- is enjoying. Scarcity of money in the
sulting from the destruction of the markets Is admitted but even this fac
busiLong Beach Hotel, at Long Beach, L. tor is quoted as an edivence of
ness activity.
I., today, and at Coney Island yesterday. In addition the steamship Hamil- PARTNER OF SENATOR
CLARK IS DEAD.
ton, of the Old Dominion Line, came
Y., July 29. William
Amsterdam,
N.
into port yesterday with part of her
R. Kenyon, twice Mayor of Butte,
hold ablaze. These flames were ex- Montana, and chairman of the Demotinguished after about $15,000 dam- cratic State Central Convention, of
age had been done.
that state, and for many years a part
The explosion of a bomb, the police ner of Senator W. A. Clark, died at
his home near here after an hours illbelieve, by the Black Hand, in an
ness of acute indigestion, aged 67.
grocery store on Christie street
started a fire which swept through LOCAL OFFICERS LAND
AN ALLEGED MURDERER.
densely crowded Italian tenement,
and destroyed the lives of a score and About ten days ago the local offic
arrested a Mexican on the charge
Injured fifteen others. The noise of ers stealing
a iiorse from Deputy
of
the explosion caused a panic and the Sheriff Guy Herbert. At the time of
police say many perished in the flam- his arrest he was thought to be Juan
es, fearing to escape to the streets, Hernandez, who is wanted on the
where they believed death - awaited charge of committing a murder in Ber
county two or three years ago.
them from the dreaded Black Hand. nalillio
Sheriff Ballard had the prisoner pho
The second explosion of a keresene tographed and sent the picture to Al
Sheriff
tank set fire to the whole lower floor buquerque for Identification.
and cut off all escape from above. A Perfecto Armijo, of Bernalillo county.
rush was made for the fire escapes has written that the man in jail here
Juan Hernandez and that he will
and the firemen made many heroic is
be here via the auto route today or
rescue.
tomorrow after him.
Long Beach, L. I., July 29, Eight
Settlement of Lea Estate.
Hundred guests at the Long Beach
County
Treasurer J. Smith Lea re
Hotel, one of the largest upon the Atturned last night from Coleman coun
lantic Coast had to flee for their lives ty, Texas, where he went to see Tom
when the hotel burned to the sands Padgitt and wife, Willie Day Padgitt
this 'morning. There was so loss of for the purpose of effecting a settlelife. Guests lost about all their cloth- ment of the estate of the late Captain
Lea and wife. Mr. Lea easily secured
ing and personal effects.
' "The first was discovered on the first a complete settlement of the affairs
of this big estate and an agreement
floor shortly after Ave o'clock. Hall to settle any other differences that
boys, and clerks rushed through the may come up in future years by arbi
house arousing the guests. Loss was tration. This was quite an accomplish
ment, inasmuch as there has been
$200,000.
considerable litigation over the prop
New York, July 29. Coney Island erty involved. Mr. Lea found the ,Ped- was swept Sunday by a disastrous lire gitts getting along well and their big
which destroyed seven full blocks In ranch prospering wonderfully.
the amusement sone, and caused a
loss of a million dollars. .
IN THE SOCIAL WORLD.

SWEPT THIRTY ACRES

.

The area burned over aggregated
about thirty acres. ' Two to three hun
dred firms were put out of business.
A cigarette stub thrown in some waste
paper caused the fire.
Insurance
mounts to only $180,000. The Steeple Chase Park and Hotel and nearly
of smaller Hotels were burned.

9

Miss Stephana Pr&ger entertained
a large party of young people at the'
home of her parents, M. and Mrs. Will
Prager, at their beautiful home on
South Hill Saturday evening In honor
of her cousin George Prager, of Trin
idad, Colorado, who was a visitor
here for a fortnight and left Sunday
for his home. The party was a, very
pleasant one, the lawn having been
nicely arranged for the affair.' Many
lights made the grassy plot as bright
as day and a large canvas was spread
for dancing. Splendid orchestra music completed the requisites for a
good time, and the young people did

STRIKE IS ON IN
MINNESOTA MINES.
Hibbing, Minn., Jury 29. Stripping
and mining operations were generally
resumed today,, and not a sign of trou
ble was reported. All mine deputies
armed with long range rifles occu- not neglect their opportunity. Delicpied advantageous positions and men
were served from
at work were given ample protection ious refreshments
were set and

agtinst strikers.

-

com
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MOT

Acting President Mahoney of the
Western Federation, reached Hibbing
yesterday and was met by Petriella,
who is leading the 'strikers. After a
conference they drove to the Steven-son Mine, but the officials .ordered
them oft the location. Today they
drove to Morris Mine, and .here Superintendent Thompson told them to
keep moving. Later theyj stopped at

ing in front of the old Military barracks and the boy fell heavily on his
head, striking a rock. A gash 'that
required several stitches, in being
dressed was cut in the scalp and the
boy was knocked unconscious.
His
shoulder was badly bruised also. He
remained 'out of his head' for an hour
but no serious consequences are
GR.LL TO BE RE OPENED
LA---

OF

the

WEEK.

MAY RENEW

-

given, both in point of the character
of the music furnished and the execution. A large crosr-- was in

STRIKE

Meet
The
of the Pecos Valley
held a meeting this afternoon in the
Commercial Club. W. A. Vickers, of
Hagerman, was elected chairman and
C. C. Tannehill secretary. At 3:30
the meeting was not ready to report
Their proceedings
FRISCO OPERATORS ACCUSE WES for publication
will be given tomorrow. TERN UNION OF BREAKING
FAITH WITH THEM.
$500,000 to loan on irrigated farms,
long time loans, Interest payable annually with privilege to pay off loan
before due. J. B. Herbst, Financial
Agent, 303 N. Main, opp. P. O.

cicael tolaj t- wuirh
M.
'The Grl'l formerly run r?
Patrick was sold under mortgage of
the Roswell Hardware Company to C.
R, Hess and T. E. Drouet. Mr. Hess
will not .be connected with the management of the place, but Mr. Drouet
expects to
HAVE SERVED NOTICE
the place the last
of this week. The new manager was
connected with the Harvey House sys
tern for two and a half years and is
well up. in the .restaurant business.
The place will have regular noon dinners and other meals at short order. The Big Corporation Notified by Oper
ators that it Must Keep its Agree
Mr. Drouet has become well known
ment. Operators Claim They are
many
and made
friends here as
Compelled
to Work Twelve to Fif'spieler" for the Majestic theater.
teen Hours a Day.
insurance
H. A. Lay the. popular
man, has built a swing that has to be
seen to be appreciated. It hangs in
his yard on West Fourth street. It
is a swinging bed, virtually, having
San Francisco, Cal., July 29. A rea woven spring bottom and is a mod- newal of hostilities is threatened be
el for comfort, as well as being attrac tween Telegraph Operators and em
tive in appearance. It is covered with ployers. The Local union served noa canvas awning. The swing is the tice yesterday on the Western Union
product of Mr. Lay's inventive genius that in its belief the spirit. of the
agreement which settled the strike
and clever workmanship.
was not being observed by the CorporA Jn&i was

NUMBER 127

To-da-

Hay-Buye- rs

AYWOOD IS

hay-buye-

NOT

SAID JURY

re-op-

"

The Klasner Injunction Dissolved

Judge W. W. Gate wood returned on
the auto Sunday from Alamogjrdo,
where he represented Mrs. L. C. Klasner in the injunction siit brought
by the government relative to her wa
ter right from the4 Hondo river above
Picacho. He reports that the injunction was dissolved by Judge Mann,
were
before whom the proceedings

ation.

Resolutions

were adopted ex

pressing an intention to take the mat
ter up with higher officials of the Wes
tern Union. It is claimed the strikers
are being discriminated against, contrary to agreement, and Operators are
being required to work twelve to fifteen hours a day. President Small of
the Telegragphers Union has been requested to remain here for the pres-

brought.
ent,
f
Cazier will sell you the best land
monin the Pecos Valley for the leist
BABY GIRL IS
ey. Titles perfect at Dexter N. M.
STABBED TO DEATH.
27t6
Berlin, July 29. Another girl baby
J. K. Pierce, Sr. and his daughter, it is reported was stabbed to day in
Mrs. D. G. Grosh, of Del Rio, Texas, Schennhauser Allee a crowded, workalso his niece, Miss E. E. Green, of ing peoples district.
3 in Amcnio 7 exas arrived Sun.lay for
a month's visit with the former's son GOOD RECORD WINS
Jake Pierce Jr. of this city. This :'s
HANLEY HIS FREEDOM.
the first time Jake has seen his father
N. M., July 26. William
Fe
Santa,
and other elatlves in 19 years. When Hanley under sentence of six years
a young lad. Jake struck out for him from Chaves county on charge of "murself an;! luck has so brought it about der in the second degree, was given
ttiat he has nver been hJice since. a conditional pardon today by acting
Governor J. W. Raynolds on recom
g
It is "The Wigwam.''
mendation of Associate Justice WilBy ii.eir novel plan of letting the
Pope, who presided at the
people select a name tor tuei- new liam H.
trial and District Attorney J. M. Her-vet'.iicu o; business, Frol' Hunt an'l Ot
who conducted the prosecution.
.
iJaumer have named their cigar Hanley had an exemplary record as
store, Tne Wigwam" Ito name was a
He had already served
convict.
sla-.ie- d
Saturday ni'it out of a long three
years sentence and in
six
the
of
- customers
and
list I aided in by the'.that time was known as a model prisfriends, J. B. Herbst gave in the name oner by even the late Prison Superthat was considered best and receiv- intendent Trelford, who was long on
ed a ?i.ze of five Unl'.srs in trade.
Henley will return to
discipline.
Tbj l
is a gJ '. one and "The
county.
Chaves
popular
no
be
a
doubt
ynyjr: to" will
Note: The man pardoned is Will
;!ace !;i fair as wen as stormy wath-p- - Henley, who was sentenced to serve
six years in the penitentiary for killHuff with a shovel. On
Judge Jerry Cazier was up from Dex ing Robert
8, 1903, Henley and Huff had a
June
ter today.
fight at the sand pit at Riverside stock
yards in which Henley struck Huff
R. F. Rogers, of Dayton, was in over the head with a shovel and death
town today looking after business.
resulted a few days later.
S. P. Denning went to Acme this
morning on a short business visit.

Majestic.

New Program

FOR SALE: A neat new four-roohouse with bath and sewerage. Excellent neighborhood. A bargain.
Miss Nell R. Moore rear of AmeriFather Herbert went to Portales
27t4.
can National aBnk.
this morning to remain till Thursday.
C. O. Hon leaves this afternoon for
W. G. Pulliam. Victor Atkinson and Hagerman to accept a position as
C. W. Davisson were up from Hager-ma- n
stenographer for W. S. Davisson &
today.
Company.
Frank and Tillman Wayne came in
"Haywood Trial."
from the Guadalupe mountains this
The next trial is for the good people
morning to remain a few days. They
report a good rain between Artesia of Roswell to bring their horses to
my shop on South Main and have a
and Hope yesterday.
first class man to shoe them. I also
J. T. Finley, who has been here for do rubber tire work and carriage rea month seeing the country, left this pairing. Nothing too fine or hard for
morning for his home in Springfield, us to do. I have secured Eugene
Ohio. He was igreatly pleased with Smelzer from Sherman, Texas who is
an expert workman.
the country and will return Oct. 1.
Yours to please or no charge,
to
Councilman J. P. Church went
R. F. CRUSE.
27tf
Oriental, the cement plant In Eddy
county, last night on a business visit
Bert Dealing left on the auto today
The new plant will be ready for bu- cm. a business trip to Estancia.
siness before many days.
at the Majestic.
Judge W. , W. Gatewood went to It's cool
Carlsbad last night to confer with LOST: Ten dollar bill and check for
the defendant Charles Hughes, in the
$6 payable to Mrs. Willie McClin-tock- ,
So Schoo nover robbery - case. The
on Second" street, between Mo.
hearing of this case has been postReturn to the Tribune
Main.
and
poned again and is now set for Wedoffice for reward.
tl
nesday morning at nine o'clock.
Tom Lawing, the hay merchant at
Dexter, was here today on business.

.

Judge and Mrs. Wm. H. Pope left
the twenty tables that
morning oa their trip to Ataens,
this
flowers.
tastefully decorated wita
About eighty young people enjoyed Ga., and expect to return between the
fifteenth and twentieth of August.
the pleasures of the evening.
They were accompanied by Miss Maud
Paper Carrier Thrown From Horse. Merrimon, of Georgia who has been
WB. Plunkett, tie boy who delivers visiting Mrs. Pope for the past six
the Daily Record on North Main St- -, weeks.'
and North Hill, was thrown from his
horse Saturday evening while on N. FOR RENT.:- - Two new 4 room - cottages on South Main, close la.- See
Main and severely cut in the bead.
TltL
R. D. Bell.
The horse slipped on a cement cross
--

11

W. H. Wiggins, who has been in business in Clifton," A. T., arrived Saturday and wil be here Indefinitely.
A strike In the mines at Clifton put
a damper on business there and he
closed out at once.
Splendid Band Concert.

Will

sell.

trade, JACK for horses or
Millice & Wilson

D&Wtf

Mrs. J. E. Rucker and son, Robert,
and Mr. and Mrs. O. L. Cryer and litners today. "This great victory for
tle daughter left Saturday afternoon
good name of the federation will
the
M-,
Springs,
Hot
Las
Palomas, N.
for
by immediate engagement
followed
be
on a six weeks' visit for the benefit JURY REACHED AN AGREEMENT
organizers
to double the
enough
of
EARLY SUNDAY MORNING
of their health and particularly for
membership of the Western FederaAFTER THREE BALthe benefit of Mrs. Rucker, who has
tion of Miners In the next three
LOTS.
been in very bad health for three
months.
months. The party is making the trip
We will not iiave any more secret
overland and will be about a week in
meetings
of various local unions, becovering the 220 miles between Roscause there is nothing to hide. Then
well and Las Palomas.
there will be no work for detectives,
who have been getting money from
GUILTY
VOTED
TWO
The Young Ladies' Guild of the
mine owners to spy upon our meet
the
Episcopal Church will give a musical
ings."
Wednesdayao
luncheon
afternoon
and
and evening at the residence of Mrs.
Teddy Hears It.
Littlefield, 200 S. Lea. A free will ofOyster
July 29. Without comBay,
inpublic
fering is desiredfl
is
The
First Ballot Resulted Eight Not Guil ment President Roosevelt made public
27t2.
vited.
Rety, Two Guilty and Two Blank.
the following telegram received by
maining Prisoners Will Be Tried.
him today referring to the verdict on
For Sale or exchange for alfalfa:
Many Congratulatory Telegrams To the Haywood murder trial at Boise:
one of two fresh Jersey cows, call
Haywood.
"New York, July 28, 1907,
on Dr. F. N. Brown or phone 146..
"President Roosevelt,
27tt.
"Oyster Bay, N. Y.
victorious.
citizens
"Undesirable
A regular art collection of scenes
Rejoice.
and types of the Wild West, on post
"Emma Goldman,
Boise, Idaho, July 29. At 7.58 on
cards at very little expense. These
"Alexander Berkman,
cards are copies of the original paint- Sunday morning the jury .returned a
"Hippolyte Havel."
ings by John Innis the famous artist verdict of NOT GUILTY in the case
in this line. Ingersoll oBok Store 27tf of William D. Haywood, Secretary-Treasure- r
WELL KNOWN ACTRE8S
o
of the Western Federation
COMMITS SUICIDE.
FOR RENT: A four room house,
$12.50 per month, Gilmore & Flem- of Miners, charged with the murder
Colorado Springs, July 29. The bo
of former Governor Steunenberg, of dy of Miss Laura Matthews of the
27tf
ing
Idaho. The first ballot after the Jury New York and Kansas City well
Banish Living Statutes
retired Saturday resulted: not guilty, known Musical comedy, was found ly
London, July 29. The order of the eight, guilty, 2; blank, 2. Two jurors ing in a lane near Ivywild early this
morning with a ibullet hole through
council prohibiting the exhibition of
living stautary in the music halls be- who cast blank ballots soon went ov the head Miss Matthews and maid
came effective today, and as a result er to the majority making the vote arrived here several days ago and had
hundreds of stage women are out of ten for acquittal and.two for convic- apartments at Acacia Hotel. Last ev
employment. Numerous protests have tion. The jurors for conviction were ening she ordered a saddle horse and
been received against the "reform" Thomas Powell and Samuel Gilman, rode away. This was the last seen
of her alive. When the body was first
and it 13 possible that the order may who
surrendered Sunday morning, found murder was suspected but la
be later annulled. The crusade against
ter developments Indicate suicide.
living statues has ;been waged for ma- thus making the vote for acquittal
ny months by the clergy and church
people, who allege that the exhibi
Governor Gooding and Senator Bo SHOOTS DOWN TWO
tions were grossly Immoral.
BROTHERS AND SISTERS
rah announced that Moyer, Pettibone,
France, July 29. Grief
Versailles,
apprehen
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Parsons returned Adams and Simpkins, when
sorrow reign in the residence of
and
Saturday evening from an extended ded, will be brought to trial, regard- the stricken Huntington family, where
eastern trip, on which they visited less of the verdict in the Haywood last night Henry Huntington, son of
the Jamestown Exposition, Washing- case.
Major Douglas St. George Huntington
ton city and other points. At Sarato-gshot down his two brothers and two
Butte Miners Celebrate.
Springs, N. Y., Mr. Parsons at
sisters at the moment the members
Butte,
29.
thou
July
Seven
Mont.,
tended the Grand Encampment of
family were gathered around
sand stalwart miners and other un- of the
Knights Templar.
,Major
the deathbed of the Father.
ion workers paraded the streets here Huntington is breathing his last. Con
Japanese Bond Sale.
last evening as an expression of grat dition of Elizabeth and Alonzo Is to
New York, July 29. Final payments ification at the acquittal of Haywood. day declared desperate but not hope
upon
were received today by the New York American flags were
carried by the less, while the wounds inflicted
banking representatives of the ImDouglas are not serious.
and
Edith
perial Japanese government on the paraders, and it was one of the grand Mrs. Huntington, their mother is comnew Japanese 5 per cent, sterling loan est demonstrations ever seen here. pletely prostrated from the shock
Congratulations to Haywood.
of 1907, for $23,000,000 which was sub
and cm fined a fe wblocka away, Hen
and
scribed by New York, London
Chicago, July 29. J. Mahlen Barn ry, wtd Is regarded by the family and
Paris capitalists. The proceeds of es, National Secretary of the Social- friends as demented, is In jail. He is
this Issue are to be applied to the re
dazed and confused and hardly realdemption of the 6 per cent, sterling istic Party, sent the following tele izes the terrible thing he has done.
loans issued in 1904 for an aggregate gram to Haywood, at Boise: "Greet- Major Huntington is one of the best
of $110,000,000. The bonds are pay- ings, and congratulations. Your vindi known Americans in Paris, and he
able In March, 1947, but the Japanese cation brings inexpressible
joy to and his family have long taken a pro
government reserves ahe right to re- your
minent part in the social and official
s
comrades and
deem part or all of them at any time
gaiety
of the French Capital. He is
The verdict is a complete a retired
army officer, and prior to tak
after March 12 1922, on giving six
rout for conspiracy and a signal vic- ing up his residence abroad lived in
month's notice.
tory for the working class. Greetings Chicago.
FOR SALE: Furniture, apply at 708 to your companions, the 'undesirable
27t3.
North Penn.,
A THIEF CAPTURED
citizens', Moyer and Pettibone."
IN SHORT ORDER.
Moyer Will Get Bail.
Interstate Fair,,
A saddle, bridle and blanket were
H.
29.
Idaho,
July
Charles
Boise
Fargo, N. D., July 29. What prom
stolen from the "table of S. E. Best,
ises to be one of the greatest agricul Moyer, President of the Western Fed last night, someone breaking into the
eration
Miners,
of
and
tural and racing exhibitions ever held
building during the night. A boy at
In the northwest opened here today. with William D. Haywood, who was the Beet home had seen a stranger
as the Interstate fair, and will extend yesterday acquitted of the murder of loafing about the place during the day
through the week. Purses aggregat- former Governor Steunenburg, will be previous and suspected him of the
ing $12,000 have been hung up in the admitted to bail in the sum of $25,000 theft. The police were notified and
Agreevarious trotting, pacing and running and released this afternoon.
ment to this effect was reached this the boy came up to town with them
events.
morning between the Counsel for the this morning and identified the man
he had seen around the barn. The
2c worth of cheese at the Majestic State and the defense, but making stranger was arrested, giving
his
postentry
application
was
criminal
tonight.
poned from ten o'clock at which hour name as Beck. After he had been in
to
the Court convened today until 2 p. custody a short time he confessed
Record Want Ads. Get Results.
m. Delay was asked for to allow fur the theft and directed the officers to
hiding place near the railroad
Cheapest money to loan 00 ther conference between Counsel as to abridge
over North ' Spring River,
what action shall be taken in the case
city and country property.
where
stolen property was found.
the
lOOtf of Pettibone. It is understood the at Beck was bound over to the grand
Woodruff & De Freest.
torneys for the state will oppose bail
Jury.
for Pettibone in any sum whatever.
o

fellow-worker-

BUREAU.
(Local Report.)
Roswell. N. M., July 29. Temperature, max. 89, min. 65 mean. 77; precipitation in inches and hnndredths.13,
wind, dir. NW. vetoc 7, Weather
cloudy.
Forecast for Roswell and Vicinity:
Partly cloudy tonight and Tuesday
with Thunder ; showers Stationary
U. S. WEATHER

Tae Philharmonic Band gave
splendid concert in the, court house temperature.
plaza Sunday afternoon, many, pronouncing it the best they have ever
.

6 ITY

--

,

M.WRIGHT,
Official In Charge.
.

Boise continues quietly to discuss
See ub before buying your storage
the verdict and apparently the people coal. P. V. Trading Co., 'phone 412.
are taking but little interest , as to the
further course of the prosecution.

ltt

A Special

New Railroad Schedule.
South Bound.
daily, 6:25 p. m.
dally, 6:35 p. m.
North Bound.
daily, 8:50 a. m.
dally, 9:05 a. m.

for Haywood.
Arrive,
"We will hire from the Union PaDepart,
cific, the same sepcial train in which
Bill Haywood was taken to Boise af
Arrive,
Depart,
ter feeing kidnapped and in this train
will bring him back to Denver" de
Double
clared James Kirwan, acting Secretary' of Che Western Federation of Mi night.

Life at the Majestic

to

ROSWELL DAILY RECORD
DEMOCRATIC IN POLITICS.
C. E. MASON- GEORGE A. PUCKETT- -

Eitnal If ay IS,

at

1908,

Boa-wen- .

--

Buainese Manager
Editor

--

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
.'
Oaily. Per Week
Daily. Per Month
Daily, Per Month, (In Advance)
Daily, One Tear (In Adranoe)

15c
60c
50c
5.00

be - made

Wor'

Made from Pure
'

JERSEY CREAM

ASSOCIATED PRESS.

Delivered, in any quantity.

territory.

Of course, no one familiar with af
With Governor Curry and the attorney general acting Strictly under or- fairs in New Mexico doubts for a mo
ders from Washington, things will 'be- ment that the gentlemen composing
gin to happen at Santa Fe pretty the delectable gang which has given
soon.
this territory its malodorous reputa
tion throughout the country would
Whether George Curry will make find unbounded pleasure in being able
the kind of a governor the overburd- to drive out such men as Mr. Hager
of New Mexico are in man, but since he belongs to that
ened
need of remains to develop. Carls- class of men who have carved out
states upon the wilds of the American
bad Sun.
frontier, he is necessarily not one of
It Is now made evident that the fed the sort that can be driven and in
eral agents are prepared to take en- view of the work that he has accom
tire charge of the Territorial govern- plished in his efforts to build up a
ment if necessary in order to clean great modern commonwealth here on
the plains of the southwest, the efout the grafters.
forts of the gang to drive him out
Attorney General Prlchard may be furnishes one of the most striking
able to do some good work for the Ter evidences that could be given of the
ritory, under the instructions and fact so frequently asserted by this
with the assistance of the agents of paper that they care absolutely noth
lag for the territory of New Mexico,
the Interior department.
its welfare, Its prosperity or its fu
The Texas man who has raised a ture, and are actuated solely by a
lemon as big as an egg plant should desire to keep their hands in the pubforward it to Oyster Bay. A gentle- lic treasury, and that to achieve that
man there would like to forward it end they will not hesitate to bring
to Mr. Harriman. Bryan's Common- upon the territory and its people any
er.
misfortune or disgrace that may be
incident to the piying of their vocaFor the present the joke seems to tion.
be on us, but if Captain Curry carries out the orders of President Roose "THE OLD WORLD
velt, we are betting that the old gang
AND ITS WAYS."
will be calling him a Democrat withThis is the title of a new and proin three months.
fusely illustrated book by Col. William
Jennings Bryan, recounting his noted
We have decided to wait until the Journey around the earth and through
returns are in from Washington be- Europe, which was so widely heraldfore attempting to analyze the politics ed through the American Press.
of the new governor. It is not beThe 'book is an illustrated and de
cause the sphinx has refused to talk, scriptive record of that journey, which
however, that the riddle is not solved. is so memorable in current history.
The journey embraced a period of a
Curry describes himself a Democrat year, 'and covered practically all the
who believes in all of Roosevelts pol nations of the earth
icies, and says he would vote for the
Col. Bryan traveled with camera
President for a third term. Rather and pencil, aad not only described, in
Queer sort of Democrat, but it takes brilliant phrase, what he saw, but fur
all sorts of people to make a party.
ther illustrated his journey by photoArtesia Advocate.
graphs.
The photographs constitute
a striking pictorial presentation and
We were just wondering if those lend especial interest to the book.
Carlsbad preachers get no vacation. They number 240 and they show in
Two of them yesterday filled the pul- picture the world as he saw it. They
pits- of Roswell ministers, one
of constitute just that many striking ob
whom Is in Europe and the other in ject lessons of the people of all coun
the mountains of Colorado. Rev. Mr. tries in their cities, towns and vil
Cumpsten 'preached at the Presbyter- - lages in their homes and everyday
Ian church and Rev. E. McQueen Gray occupations
The book will interest every reader
conducted Bervices in the Episcopal
as a unique presentation of a wonder
church.
fully interesting Journey. It is sold
DOESN'T DRIVE WORTH A CENT. only through solicitors. The Thomp
son Publishing Company, St. Louis,
From Albuquerque Journal.
Only a little while ago the members Mo., are the fortunate publishers.
of the New Mexico plunderbund were They advertise for agents in another
chuckling gleefully and patting them- column of this Issue.
selves on the back (because they believed they had abused and black- RUMORED CLERK
BERGERE IS REMOVED
guarded the Hagermans to such an
extent that Mr. Hagerman, Sr., had From Albuquerque Journal.
Santa Fe, N. M., July 26. This city
determined to abandon all the good
work that he had been engaged in has ibeen rather violently stirred tofor so many years, in the line of the night by a Tumor which, while uncondevelopment and settlement of New firmed, is so persistent that there is
Mexico, and withdraw permanently little doubt of its authenticity. It is
from the territory. We knew nothing to the effect that Clerk A. M.
of the First Judicial District
whatever regarding the origin of the
story; but we assumed from the char- court has been summarily removed, as
acter --of It, as well as from the char- a result of Investigations made by the
acter of the gang that put it afloat, special assistant attorney general of
that it had not a grain of truth for a the United States and other special
foundation, and we said so. And now agents who have been working here
comes the Roswell Record, and In for some time. It Is known that the
records of the clerk's office have been
referring to the same story, says:
who has directly and indi- removed from the federal building
rectly invested twelve mlll'on dollars where they are in charge of Mr. E.
in the development of th-- ' Pecos Val- Holcombe, Inspector for the departley is not the kind of man to be driv ment of the Interior. While none of
the federal agents will confirm or deny
en mm ui0'Bcea ox sib nuur uy
the story that Bergere has been re
moved and maintain their policy of
uncompromising silence, there is little doubt of the truth of the rumor.
SCHRAFFTS
(ot Boston)
It was impossible to secure a confirma
tion or denial tonight from Judge Jno.
R. McFie of the court. Mr. Bergere
AND
CHOCOLATES
has been clerk of the court for over
ten years past. It Is understood that
BOn-BOI- lS
charges of a grave character are made
against him by the government
agents.
Just In
-

.

A fine line of Schraffts'
Chocolates and Bon.
Bobs.
Guarantee of parity on
each box.
-

.... ....j, o

.

STRAYED OR . STOLEN:
Last
Thursday, July 18, from tie Wireich
pasture- - northeast of city, . one, roan
horse,-abou- t
9 years old, branded bar
on left shoulder and diamond over
-

bar on left thigh; also one roan mare
C on
about 8 years old, branded
left shoulder and F on left thigh. $10
reward for their recovery. H., V., Cas.

tor,

at Roswell Wool

& Hide Co.

24eod3t

Roswell and Other. Points on the

Eionoy
Loan Yjou
COR
Loan Wtitrr FI onsy

Pecos Yalley Lines

A.r Finnegan ,

Edward

Best reached by direct connections with the A. T. & S. F.
Be sure your ticket reads

OarstBld'g.

Gassified "Ads.

Via Santa Fe.

ft

All the way.

Fall information

regarding rates, etc.,

cheerfully furnished.

ID. L. MEYERS,

.. CASH, FOR SMALL. ADS.
S
extremely favorable to the establish
y Small ads. under one dollar, ment of an efficient plant with compai
ratively little eforton the part of its
must be paid in advance.
management. At Indianapolis the con 9 ' do this in order .to, avoid the
keeping 'Of many petty oac--;
ditions are unfavorable. In Syracuse
the-- water flews to the- city, by gravity
counts.
:tf.
in Indianapolis it must,
RECORD PUB; CO.
through he various
So we might-gcities here and abroad that have been
visited and Bhow that the results were
FOR, SALE.
affected favorably or unfavorably by
special conditions applicable to each FOR
Land, scrip. W. G
SALE.
--

-

Traffic Manager,

-

-

-

.

Amarillo, Texas

W-,-

&

(

4

Stationery

Company.

(

-

Two doors North of

Joyce-Pra-

Co;

lt

Ieal Estate

:

o

city.

FOR PUBLIC

"Further, the difficulty 4f reaching
satisfactory results by the compara
tive method is not confined to special
or local conditions. It is true as well
of much broader questions. Thus any
attempt v to compare- - municipal with
private electric light a plants in the
United States, would be fruitless If allowance- were not. made for the fact
that In most cases such municipal
plants are confined to street lighting
and may not do commercial business,
also for the
Allowance must
fact that any municipal plants have
a struggle to exist in the face of un
sympathetic opinion. Again, in England consideration must be given to
the fact that the municipal electric
light and street railway plants have
permanent rights, while the rights of
the private companies operating these
particular utilities are limited as to
the length of their existence, many
street railway franchises expiring 21
years after they were granted.
"Finally, not only must It be borne
in mind that the social and political
conditions which characterize the two
countries find expression In their private and public systems, but we must
consider the difference in the nature
of the J; wo peoples which causes them
to adopt different ideas and views as
to the expediency of certain things.
In other words, a measure of success
of pubin the
lic utilities in England. should not be
regarded as necessarily indicating
that the municipal management of the
same utilities in this, country would
be followed by a like measure of suc
cess. Conditions are quite . different
in the two countries.
"There are some general principles
which we wish to present as practical
ly the unanimous sentiment of our
-

OWNERSHIP

.

-

MAJORITY OF THE INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE APPROVE OF
PUBLIC OWNERSHIP.

-

be-ma-

tax-paye-

Ber-ger- e

1XAN

Is

Payton Drug, Book

Mr. Burgum is not yet out of the lot of yawping political tramps and
woods. It Is the decision of the court grafters. J. J. Hagerman has done
and not the referee's report, that more in tie development of New Mex
ico than all the members of the old
counts.
Republican machine combined.'
That is true to the letter. If all the
The Albuquerque Journal advises
coat. as a jasi desperate resort uie good that has ever been done for New
gang might bring a libel suit against Mexico iby every member of the boo
dle gang could be put together, and
the federal government.
the carcasses of the gangsters be put
The gang protested too much in its oa top of the heap, the whole pile
complaints to Washington and now would not be worth ten per cent of
the. Territory Is to be governed by a what Mr. Hagerman has done for the
development
and prosperity of the
federal agent and detective force. -

"

-

PUBLISHED DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY BY RECORD PUBLISHING CO

MEMBER

far these local

conditions.
instance? in .making . deductions
from the I firm atrial conditions - of
Wheeling as affected by Its gas plant.
as compared ; with; those of -- Atlanta
and Norfolk, with, their private, plant a,
allowance must be made for the' pre
sence of - natural gas - In - Wheeling.-Again,
In comparing the public water
works of - Syracuse with- the private
water works of Indianapolis from the!
point of view of the success or failure of municipal operation, geographical conditions must, be taken into con
sideratkm. - The situation at Syracuse

Ice Cream

N. M., under the Act of Congress of March 8, 1879

kDtposwiblendit.la very difficult to
estimate the; alfewancea that should

UNDER CONDITIONS

de

.

Public Ownership of Public Utilities
a Local matter. British Cities Better Governed Than American. Minority Report Rejects Public ownership as Undesirable for the Public
Good.

New York, July 21. The final re
port of the conclusions of the Committee on Investigation of the Nation
al Civic Federation Commission on
Public Ownership and Operation was
given to the public
This com
mittee, of which Melville E. Ingalls,
chairman Board of Directors Big 4
Railroad, is Chairman made a thoro
investigation of municipal and private
workings of gas, electric light, water
and street railway plants, both in the
United States and England.' It is wor
thy of note that of the Committeemen all ibut one, Walton Clark,
of
Philadelphia, who represents a separate paper giving-hiviews sign-the
report. Charles Edgar of Boston and
W. J. Clark of New York present a
The
statement! of minor exceptions.
Committee is unusually representative
of character, being made up of representatives of business interests, labor
leaders, college professors and journ
alists. The conclusions reached, give
in detail the opinions of the commit
tee on all the various questions and im
portant recommendations on the sub
to-da-

s

municipal-management

Committee.
"First, we wish to emphasize the
fact that the public utilities studied
are so constituted that it is impossible for them to be regulated by com
petition. Therefore, they must be con
trolled and regulated by the (govern
as
ment, or they must be left to-dthey please; or they must .be operated
by the public. There is no other
course. None of us is in favor-o- f leav
ing them to their own will, and the
question is whether it is better to reg
-

o

42tf
One rotary .and. drop
Austin-.well- ,
drilling - .machine. In- quire aU Roswell Machine Shop. 16tf
FOR SALE:
A lot of good Jersey
cows. Will sell- - one or a carload.-Gil in ore & Fiemteg.
21tf
FOR SALE: . One good lot In the
new, town, of .Elkins. A bargain. In- quire at Record office.
tf
FOR SALE CHEAP:
One gentleman's railroad ticket to 'Kansas Ci
ty. Apply "S"' Record office. 23t2
FOR. SALE:
Three or four miles
of open woven wire fence; also
fence posts. Apply at Oasis ranch.
v
'phone 347.
16tf
FOR SALE: One new high grade pi
ano, price : $350. Leipzig ; felt Poblman Steel during ,the dull season at
$235 cash, or on easy payments.
Bernard- Pes. Opposite P. O. 08tf.
FOR, SALE: Two town lots in the
best residence district of Artesia.
Will ibe sold at, a bargain.. Inquire
at Record office.
tf
FOR SALE: One excellent Wheelock
piano, prico- $375- - a. bargain at. $125
cash or easy - payments. Bernard
Pos. Opposite Post Office.
08tf
FOR SALE:
large
A
fir eproof M osier safe. Has two drawers and cash
vault, and Is in, good condition. For
inspection and price call on W. P.
Lewis Hdw. Co.
20tf
SfclUmaa.

FOR SALE :

.

i

Abstracts
Loans

Carlton & Bell

-

303 NORTH T1AIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.

:

-

Artesia Town Lots

-

FOR HENT.
We have two good resident e lots in Artesia,
in the best district for sale. These lots, non.,

FOR RBhtu':
.Furnished housekeeping rooms, gas stove. 309 N. Ky.

street.

26t3

ten and twelve, of block twenty eight, of the
Artesia Improvement Company's Addition to
the town of Artesia, will be sold at a bargain.
--

FOR RENT: Cool, airy, private front
room in modern frame dwelling,
close in, rate reasonable. 701 North H
Richardson.
27t2.
Two nicely furnished
FOR RENT:
rooms, modern an every particular
and without doubt the coolest in
town.. Apply 309 N. Penn.
21tf
FOR RENT:
A nicely furnished five
room cottage, modern in its appoint
ments and well located.. Will include
horse and buggy If applicant desire.
Address Postoffice box 386.
21tf

ulate or to operate.
WANTED.
"There are no particular reasons
why the financial results from private WANTED:
One to 100 cars alfalfa
or public operation should be different
' hay. Quote- - us pricea.--Ear- l
y Grain
same.
In
if the conditions are the
ject.
Co., Amarillo, Tex.
100t26
prowho each case It is a question- of theThe members of
business
per
charge
man
the
WANTED:
boardin
of
Cook
private
for
sign the report are:
ing ihouse. 106 S. Ky.
26t6
and of local conditions.
Melville E. Ingalls, chairman.
"We are of the opinion that a pub- - WANTED-Dr. Albert Shaw, Editor of the "Re
Lady's- utility which concerns the health
He
view of Reviews", vice chairman.
R.- - R.- ticket
to or near Chicago, or
to
not
be
felt
should
of the, citizens
Edward A. Moffett secretary.
eastern, states, August 13th. Lady;
- temptation- - of
where.-thindividuals,
Edward W. Bemis, superintendent
medium-emai- llight; gentleman meprofit might produce disastrous re
of Water Works, Cleveland, Ohio.
p.
stout,
dium
O. Box 20, Carlsbad,:
our
judgment
William J. Clark general manager sults, and therefore it is
ffmw
NM.
saniwhich
undertakings'
the
in
that
of the foreign department of the Gen
should
enters
be
largely
tary
motive
eral Electric Company.
TO LOAN.
Prof. John R. Commons, of Wiscon operated by the public.'
"We have come to the conclusion
sin University.
MONEY TO LOAN,
CARLTON
Charles L. Edgar of the Edison Elec that municipal ownership of public & BELL.
etf extended
not
be
should
utilities
Company,
of
Illuminating
trie and
which
do
venue
producing
Industries
Boston.
For
Walter, L. Fisher, president of the not Involve the public health,
see
or
safety, public transportation
Municipal Voters League of Chicago.
- reliable
McGlashan,
original
the
and
Prof. Frank J. Goodnow of Colum- the permanent occupation of public key man. Permanently located at
the
streets or grounds and
bia University.
Cash Grocery on Maia St.
should
be
operation
not
undertaken
20tf
Gray
Prof. John H.
of Northwestern
solely for profit.
University, Illinois.
"We are also of the opinion that all
Timothy Healy, president of the InMrs. H. F. M. Bear returned Sunday
ternational Brotherhood, of Stationary future grants to private companies night "from a six weeks visit at her
for the construction and operation of old home in Wellington, Kansas. She
Firemen.
Daniel J. Keefe, president of the Inr public utilities should toe terminable
was. accompanied on the trip by Mast
.Longshoremen's Associat after a certain fixed period, and- - that ter Bob Bear.
meanwhile cities should have the
tion.
t
County Commissioners Tom White
Milo R. Maltbie, member of the right to purchase the property for
lease or sale, paying it' fair and W. M. Atkinson left Sunday night
new Public Service Commission for
value.
on a trip to the lower part of the
the Greater New York.
H. B. F. Macfarland, president of
"To carry out these recommenda- county,, to- sea the- - bridxes- and other
the Board of Commissioners of the tions effectively and to protect the improvements feeing put in there by
rights of the people we recommend the county. They were Joined at
District of. Columbia.
"Frank J. McNulty, president of the that the various states should glve
by - Caotain N. J. Fritz, the
International Brotherhood of Electri- to their municipalities the authority, third commissioner.
upon popular vote nder . reasonable
cal Workers, of Springfield, Ills.
Prof. Frank Parsons, president of regulations, to build and operate pubthe National Public Ownership League lic utilities,, or to build and lease the
Boston.
same' or- to take over works already
In no other way can
J. W. Sullivan editor "Clothing constructed.
Trades Bulletin," New York.
the people- be put upon a fair trading
Talcott Williams, editorial writer of ails and obtain from the Individual
companies such Tights as they ought
the "Press," Philadelphia, and Albert E. Winchester superintend- to.have, We believe that this provisConn., ion
ent of the South Norwalk,
tend to make It to the enlight
of the public utility
ened
Electric Works.
companies to furnish adequate, service
The Committee Report.
The report made puMic today . by upon, fair terms and to this extent will
Mr. Moffett the secretary, says:
tend to reader it .unnecessary, for the
BUY-SWASTIKA PIN
: It is difficult to give, positive ans- public to take over the existing utili
d
wers .to universal application to the ties or-- to aoqulre nam. ones.
Lock, Xonffrlifeaad
And
questions arising as to. the success or
Prosperity.
"FuTdermore, ve recommend that
failure off municipal ownership as com proVlBion be made for a competent
The public' authority, with power to- repared with , private ownership.
local conditions affecting particular quire for all puMic utilities
uniform
plants are in many cases bo peculiar system of record and account,'
on pg Three)
as to make a satisfactory comparison

at Record Office.

Apply

-

-

have for a few days

We
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:

Extra Bargains

IN CHEAP WALL PAPERS

e

Drop in and see them.

Estimates free of charge.

Daniel Drug Company.

.

-

to-r- e

c

every.-description,-

l

.

-

-
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-

Ha-germ-

-
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self-intere- st

;
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,
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J. M. Pace went to Eli da today on from Artesia to remain several days
a short, visit.
while repairing the boiler at the electric light plant.
Frank Divers went to his ranch at
Campbell this morning to remain a
Frank Tallma-Jgof the lower part
.
of the county, was here traing today.
e

few-day-

s.

o

W. T. Bonine, of Hagerman, arrivHoward C. Booth left this morning
for Canyon., City, Texas, on business ed this morning to spend the day.
for the railroad company.
H. J. Garrard, of Dexter was a busiMrs. W. - S. Britt, who has been ness visit in the city today.
here two months visiting her son, D,
R.- - Britt, left this morning. for her
W. S. Davisson, of Hagerman spent
home-iChildress Texas. She was act tday in Roswell.
comranied by her little ..grand-daugh- ;
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Wagon and Miss
ter. Lutie BrHt, who will visit at Childress about a month.
Ruth Wagon, of Hagerman, were here
o
shopping today.
Mr. and Mrs.' Tom M alone went to
D. Y. Tomlinson, Jr., went to
s
Hagerman Saturday . night for a visit
Iki-lon-e
this morning on business.
Mr.
s
with Mr. Maloae relatives.
returned this morning but his
Miss Mary Stewart, of Denver, who
wife-wiremain: the rest of the week.
has been visiting Mrs. JJohn W. Rhea
Ernest- Makme came up from Hager , for the past week, left this morning
man this morning to remain a couple for Denver.
of days.
Miss Rowena Coons returned this
morning
to her home In Bovina after
morning
Ben Davisson arrived this
seven weeks with her sister
to enter the Woolvertoa Business col- spending
Mrs. R. L. Ballard.
lege.
-

:

Por-tale-

,

ll

--

Tollie ; West," or the Pecos Valley
Lumber Company, returned this morn
ins.jKan Sunday .visit at Hagerman.
E. R. rGesIer was up from Artesia
today.

Ed Wlngfield arrived this morning

Writ fa Catalan ot
RUBBER STAMPS
AND STATIONERY

Ellis UratfyttB

FOR PUBLIC

ROSWELL

Tra.de Directory.
Furniture Stores.

Abstracts.
CARLTON ft BELL.
et abstract books

1

Photographers.

Moat complete DILLEY FURNITURE CO. Swellesq HESS & CO.
of furniture In Roswell. See us First class
Pecos Valley. line Refrigerators.

for

years experience.

Twenty-fir- e

OWNERSHIP

ments, and

Successors to Walton.
photographs,
enlarge

views- -

CHAVES. COUNTY ABSTRACT CO.
Fire Insurance.
Painters & Paper Hangers.
F. P. Gayle, manager. Reliable aad
E.
L. COOPER.
Painter an paper
4126
prompt.
R. L. It T. H. M ALONE: Office over
First National Bank, phone 262. Let hanger. My painting is first class.
I hang paper the right way. Phone
us protect you against loss by fire.
215.
3t26
Architects.
KELLAHIN &CALFEE.
Represent
O. C. Nelson.
M. Nelson.
J. M. NELSON CO.. Architects.

J.

Roswell,

Blk.

Oklahoma

N.

ing nothing but reliable and safe
fire Insurance companies.
Insure
with us. 303 N. Main St.
-

M

Grocery Stores.

Public Service Corporations.
ROSWELL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
The best light and power. Phone

and

131

150.

Butcher Shops.

CO. The
WESTERN
GROCERY
leading grocery store, nothing but
Piano Tuners.
T. C. MEAT MARKET. Fresh meata tne best.
GOOD
TUNERS, like good pianos,
staple and fancy groceries.
CASH GROCERY. Prunty & Gordon, axe scarce. Try Bernard Pos, the
D. S. MEAT MARKET. Keeps noth
Proprietors. Strictly cash.
Our expert piano tuner far both. Opposite P. O., 'phone 85.
ing but t&e best. Quality our groceries are the best.
motto.
SACRAMENTO - MARKET.
THEPrinting
Grain, Fuel & Hide Dealers.
107 N. Main. Phone 425. It's the)
Cards, Posters, Com
PRINTING.
ROSWELL. WOOL & HIDE CO. Let mercial stationery, booklets, cataplace to buy your meat.
us furnish you with your Grain, Coal logues. The Daily Record.
STAR MEAT MARKET. The place and wood, we buy hides, phone 30.
for good corn fed beef and all ota ROSWELL
Coal,
TRADING CO.
Racket Store.
r -- meats. 123 N. Main st. 'Phone Hay, and Grain.
Always the best.
66.
THE RACKET STORE. Dealer In
East Second St.., Phone 126.
Notions, China, graniteware and
cooking utensils.
Blacksmith Shops.
-

Hardware Stores.

THE TEXAS SHOP. Rubber Urea,
Real Estate.
plow-worROSWELL HARDWARE CO. Whole
horse shoeing, wheelwork,
sale and retail hardware, pipe, CARLTON & BELL. Do the largest
and tire setting.
pumps, gasoline
engines, fencing. real estate business in the city. If
you are in the market to buy or
of.
kinds
All
SHOP.
T. M. RABB'S
Carry a
Enterprise Hardware Co.
blackamlthing and wood work. complete stock of builders hard sell, see us.
A. FINNEGAN.
Garst
Rubber tires and horseshoeing my ware, carpenter tools, stoves, rang EDWARD
Bldg. (210 N. Main). I sell strictly
specialty.
es and kitchen .utensils at live and on 5 per cent" commission.
let Mve prices. 322 N. Main.
Real Es
GILMORE & FLEMING:
Book Store.
W. P. LEWIS HARDWARE CO.--H tate and Live Stock. Garst BuildThe largest house in tile West. Po ing, Room No. 8.
$1.50
INGERSOLL'S BOOK STORE.
lite attention, complete Btock and
time.
the
right prices. We solicit your busi- List your property at lowest possible
Popular Copyrights, 65c all
ness. FirBt and Main.
price with Miss Nell R. Moore, rear
American Nat'l Bank, 'phone 47.
Billiard-Poo-

l

Halls.

Hotels.

Ready-to-weApparel.
POOL. THE GILKESON: RosweU's
new
BOWLING. BILLIARDS.
equip-All
!
rooms
private
with
bath.
hotel,
Co.
Coll.
Balke
Brunswick
One! THE MORRISON BROS. STORE.
accommodations
first class.
Outfitters in ready to wear apparel
ment. Geo. B. Jewett, Prop.
Block West of Postoffice.
for men, women and children. Millinery
a specialty.
European
EL CAPITAN HOTEL.
plan. Rooms, 50c; meals. 25c. One
Bottling Works.
block west of depot.
Seed Store.
So.
WORKS.
- nnTTIJKO
irmnva
New
iusu
CENTRAL HOTEL:
GRAND
memory
by
&
your
ROSWELL
THE
PRODUCE
Main St. Refresh
management. Woodruff & DeFreest.
SEED CO. All kinds of field and
phonlag No. 163 for a caBe of Kir-- Biggest and best. Only hotel equip garden
seed, write for catalogue.
bjrs Best.
ped with sample rooms.
ar

Shoe Stores.
New, manage
HOTEL SHELBY:
Buitdhig and Loan Associations, ment. The leading botel of the city.
THE PEELER SHOE STORE. Only
Patterson's A. H. Utterback, Prop.
See R. H. MeCune in
harness store for loans or homes on BftRWBT.I. TTOTTCL. We are not on
ly giving something good to eat, but
easy payments.
we fan you while you eat.

shoe Btore. Peters
Stetson shoes our specials.

exclusive

tax-payer-

COME

and

Second Hand Stores.
ROSWELL SECOND HAND STORE.

Contractors and Builders.

(Oonirnued from Page Two.)
Ing all financial data and all information concerning the quality of service
and the cost thereof, which data
shall tfe published and distributed to
the public like other official reports;
and also that no stock or bonds for
public utilities shall be issued without
the approval of some competent public authority.
"We also recommend the consider
ation of 'the sliding scale," which has
proved successful in some cases in
England with reference to gas and
has been adopted in Boston. By this
plan the authorized capitalization is
settled by official investigation, and a
standard rate of dividend is fixed,
which may be increased "only when
tne price of gas has been reduced.
The subway contracts and their opera
tion in Boston and New York are also
entitled to full consideration.
"In case the management of public
utilities is left with, priyate companies
the public should retain in all cases
an interest in the growth and profits
of the future, either by a share of the
profits or a reduction of the charges
the latter being preferable as it Inures to the benefit of those who use
the utilities, while a share of the
profits benefit the
"Oiy investigations teach us that no
municipal operation is likely to be
highly successful that does not pro
vide for:
"First An executive manager with
full responsibility, holding his position during good behavior.
political
"Second Exclusion
of
influence and personal favo. Itism from
the management of ta undertaking.
"Third Separation of the finances
of the undertaking from those of the
rest of the city.
"Fourth Exemption from the debt
limit of the necessary bond issues
for revenue producing utilities, which
shall be a first charge upon the property and revenues of such undertak
ing.
"We wish to ibring to your consid
eration the danger here in the United
States of turning over these public
utilities to the present government
of some of our cities. Some, we know
are well governed and the situation

Jewelry Stores.
NeT and second hand furniture,
io0-0Contractors
Hills & Dunn,
N. Main.
GARRETT A SPARKS.
The leading! PTop. Phone 69.
HARRY MORRISON.
paper
and
Painting
and Buiders.
jeweler. Watches,
and exclusive
hanging. P. O. Box 666459 E. 5th. diamonds, jewelry, rich cut glass MAKIN'S SECOND HAND STORE
and hand painted China, Sterling Headquarters for granite ware,
and plated silverware.
queensware, paints and enamel, fur
Department Stores.
L. B. BOELLNBR. RosweU's (best niture and stoves. 109 Main St.,
jeweler. A lull line cut glass, nana Phone 227.
painted CTiina, aiamonas, etc.
JAFFA. PRAGER & CO. Dry Koods,
clothing, groceries aad rancn eup-- j
new Jew
C FEINBERG Roswell!
Sanatorium
plies.
eler. Call and see me, at 203 N.I
Jewelry.
TENT CITY AND SANA
ROSWELL
line
of
swell
Main
St.
A
Goods,
jnYPR-PRUIDry
CO.
Dr. C. L.
We repair watches, all work guar TORIUM, Incorporated.
larxmn.vin awinorifl. etc The
"
anteed.
JJanager.
TA.
P:s
SouthweucJ
est supply house in the
Wholesale and Retail.

To me whan you want
someone to sign your
bond.
I am in that
business.
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Lumber Yards.

R. H. McCune
Agent U. S. Fidelity & Guaranty Company. Paid up capital
$1,700,000.

In Patterson's Harness Store.

Surety Companies.

IFECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO-agent U. S. Fidelity
Drug .Stores.
Lumber,- shingles, doors, lime, ce-- j R. H. McCune,
on short notice
Co
Bonds
Guaranty
&
ment, paints, varnlsu and glass.
JEWELRY CO
BnsWELL DRUG
CO.
Oldest
ROSWELL LUMBER
Oldest drug ,tose in Roswell. AUj lumber' yard In Roswell. See us for
Tailors.
building
materials ana
(hugs
all kinds of
paint.
Tailor made suits.
W. P. WOOD:
DANTEL ' DRUG CO. Headquarters
Cleaning and pressing, 118ft Nortn
fori
as
on
LUMBER CO. Can
409.
for drugs, wall paper, paints, var- - KEMP
Shingles, etc We treat Main St. Phone
Lumber,
y
: niah.
you rigat. East 4th St.

sums up" ltsmore
;as follows:
Public utilities, ' whether in public
or private hands are best conducted
under a system of legalized and reguThe Committee

ImpoAant-'OoncIuslo-

-

ns

lated monopoly.

"Public utilities In which sanitary
motive largely enters should be op
erated (by the public.
"The success of municipal operation
of public utilities depends upon the
existence In the city of a high capa
city for municipal government.
"Franchise grants to private corp
orations should be terminable after a
fixed period and meanwhile subject to
purchase at a fair value.
"Municipalities should have the pow
er to enter the field of municipal own
ership upon popular vote under reas

.

J

w-j-

o-- iil

onable regulation.
Private companies operating public
utilities should be subject to public
regulation and examination under a
system of uniform records and accounts and of full publicity."
On the general broad subject of mu
nicipalization, the Committee reports
that the general expediency of either
private or public ownership is a ques
tion that must ibe determined by each
municipality In the light of local conditions.
"What may be possible in
one locality may not be in another.
In some cities the companies may
so serve the public as to create no
dissatisfaction and nothing might he
gained by experimenting with muni
cipal ownership.
Again, the govern
ment of one city may be good and ca
pable of taking charge of these public utilities, while In another it may
be the reverse. In either case the
people must remember that It requires
a large" class of able men as city officials to look after these matters. They
must also remember that municipal
ownership will create a large class of
employes who may have more or less
political influence."
Exceptions.
Messrs. Charles L. Edgar and Wil
liam J. Clark present the following
exceptions to the Committee's report:
'We the undersigned dissent from
the report of the Investigating Com
mittee as follows:

'First The report says:
' There are no particular reasons
why the financial results from private

or public operation should be different
In
if the conditions are the same.
each case it is a question of the proper man in charge of the business and
of local conditions."
"We dissent from the implication
in this paragraph that the conditions
are, or are likely to be the same.
'Second The report says:
' 'We are of the opinion that a pub
lic utility which concerns the health
of the citizens should not be left to
individuals, where the temptation of
profit might produce disastrous re
sults, and therefore it is our judgment
that undertakings in which the sani
tary motive largely enters should be
operated by the public'
'We dissent from this conclusion
as having been proved by our investi
gation. In our opinion, privately operated water systems were, especially
as regards their consideration for the
public iiealth, as properly and success
fully managed as the publicly operated water systems.
"Third The report says:
" 'We have come to the conclusions
that municipal ownership of public
utilities should not be extended .to
revenue producing industries which
no not involve the public health, the
public safety, public transportation,
or the permanent occupation of public
streets or grounds, and that municipal aperation s'hould not be solely for
profit.'
"This sentence is so drawn that to
a casual reader it implies that the
opposite is advisable. From this we
strongly dissent.
"Fourth The report says:
" 'To carry out these recommenda
tions effectively and to protect the
rights of tho people, we recommend
that the various states should give to
their municipalities the authority, up
on popular vote under reasonable regulations, etc.
"The words under reasonable regu
lations' were put into the report at
the suggestion of Charles L. Edgar,
and were intended by him to mean
such regulations as would compel deliberate consideration not only by the
people, but iby their representatives,
and would consequently prevent the
superficial
attractiveness of the
scheme from overriding the 'sober sec
ond thoughP of the people. We strong
ly dissent from any definition or 'regulations' which does not cover these

TAKE A

Russell & Brown Dr. T. E, Presley

'.

.

-

:

vice-preside-

;

be -- subject-to
regulation." He dissents, iowever, from the statement of
the committee regarding water works
saying:
"Recognizing the almost supreme
cheap'
importance of an edeouate-ansupply of pure water, I dissent from
one of the recommendations of nry Associates, in effect that water 'works
should be operated by public bodies.
I dissent for the reason that my study
of the report of the waters works
expert employed by your Committee,
and my personal investigations, lead
(Continued on Page Four)
d
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on the whole seems to be improving
but they are not up to the government
of British cities. We found in England and Scotland, a high type of mu
nicipal government, which Is the re
sult of many years of struggle and im
provement.
Business men seem to
take a pride in serving as city coun
cillors or aldermen, and government
of such cities as Glasgow, Manchester
Transfers.
Birmingham and others includes many
Life Insurance.
ROBERT BALLARD. The Reliable of the best citizens of the city. These
Dye Works.
town
phone
man.
Down
TTCSTTR.AWTR5
co Transfer
conditions are distinctly favorable to
Recently eatab- - LrTTTAT.
K.m. CJJYE-WORKv
A Western Co.,- ror tne 224. Residence phone 426.
.a
VnM Aiu) riMBfliiVl'lm. Denver Col.,
municipal operations.
A8DW iwre. awtwuHB
divi
largest
people.
TRANSFER
The
GENERAL
Western
ANGELL'S
KIT
tnV..naa.
a.Mlt yuvuv
4, XX. ABftWt
Wann Mo vl ner a Specialty.
"In the United States, as is well
dend payer In the business, see us Sofo
before you buy, no trouble to show Phone 378. Cor., Roswell Hdw. Co. known, there are many cities not in
our policy. Horace A Lay Manager
such favorable condition. It is charg
Electricians.
ed that the political activity of public
Undertakers.
Electrical)
Mens' Furnishers.
GUNSUL.
HfiRNAftD
DILLEY & SON. Undertakers. Pri service corporations has In many in
stances been responsible for the un
'phone
vate ambulance, prompt service.
Contractor, 303 - N. Main,
CO. The only
B. H. WILLIAMS
willingness or inability of American
Under
141. Agent General Electric Co. All exclusive Men's Furnishers in the) CLLERY FURNITURE CO.
takers. 'Phone No. 75 or No. Ill- - cities to secure a higher type of public
kinds of electric, work.
Pecos 'VaBey.
service. This charge we believe to
be true. However, there seems to be
an Idea with . many people that the
mere taking by the city of all Its public utilities for municipal operation
will at once result in ideal municipal
East Sod StrMt
SPECIALIST.
government through the very neceasi
Blacksmiths and Wood
EYE EAR. NOSE & THROAT.
ty of putting honest and competent
Workmen.
125 North Main Street
Office Hours: 9 to 13 a. m. S to 4 p.
citizens in charge. While an increase
Hor shoeing aepeelalty. Call Paone m. Offlee: Oklahoma Block
the number and Importance of man
First class "dinners 35cts in
ll for and. 4sttver
127 and we will
icipal functions may have a tendency
from 12 to 6. Breakfast
oar work. Everythlr--g first class, or
to induce men of a higher type to bemoney refunded. .
all hours
and Supper
come public officials, we do not believe
a la carte.
LEND
that this of itself will accomplish municipal reform. We are unable to reOPEN DAY AND NIGHT
LAWYER
commend municipal ownership as a
political panacea.
Dr. C B. HatWasea
Specialty rtinlng Law
Dr. iTary B. Htcliln
"In any cases in the United States
"
824 N. Main.
Navajo Block.
School- of
Oradaataa of th American Mlaoul.Record Office.
at
Legal
Blanks
have heedlessly, given It slips handily into your pocket
. people
the
KiotorriU
Oaieopatay,
away their rights and reserved no
, CsbsBMWslatatlmra.
2 1 W. 4Sk St
and doubles every vacation
No. are.
sufficient power to control or regula
5 FOR 800
pleasure.
tion, and we believe that corruption
- 5 acres of splendid land with
- - $5 to $105
Kodaks
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POT PLANTS
measure,
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this
from
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&C0. An investment here will things. With the regulations that we You need neither experience nor
FLOWERS
beat 12 per cent interest. have advised, with the publication of dark-roo- m
to make good pictures
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accounts and records and systematic tne KODAK way.
Carlton & BelL
controL the danger of the ' corruption
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of public officials Is very much' re Rosv;e!l
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"Fifth The --seeond and fifth conclusions in the latter part of the report, being merely repetitions of pre
vious statements,- are of course subject to the same dissents."
Mr. Clark's Paper.
Walton Clark, third
of. the United Gas Improvement Company, in a separate paper sets forth
his ' agreement with the other members of the Committee that "companies entrusted with franchises and
charters for the operation of
public service industries! should
points.

DOUBLE LIFE
is the feature picture at the MAJESTIC tonight
Must be sees to be appreciated.

NEW PROGRAM
Consisting of three other good pictures and two

late and popular songs.

.

Two Shows 8 and 9 p. m.
Admission 5 and 10 Cents

THE COOL MAJESTIC

LUMBER.

See

Shingles, Doors, Sash, Oak, Cypress, Poplar, Hickory, Lime, Cement, Plaster,
Roofing, Tarred Felt, Tar, Pitch,
Posts, Lead, Oil, Paints, Varnishes, Jap-a-laWall Paper and Glass.

Us

Ge-nas- co

c.

For

PECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO
Phone 175.

Town Lot Sale
At Dexter, N. M.

Watch For Date
Lots will be sold
$4.00 per month, no
In case of death,
donated to heirs of
homes.

on payments of $5.00 down and
interest, no taxes.
free deed and $300 in cash will be
purchaser for purpose of building

Dexter is the Coming Town.

J

INVESTIGATE

Dexter

Townsite

Co.

DEXTER, N. M.

Did

You

Over-Slee- p?

You didn't hear the alarm clock? Never mind, start
your gas range and breakfast will be ready in ten min-

utes.

What's the difference between gas and coal?

thirty minutes.

About

For Ease and Speed Cook With Gas.
at the Gas Office and free connecting.

Ranges $17

Roswell

Gas Company.

.

--

at

See Our

L E

OSTEOPATHS

.

WITH YOU

--

1

and

At
Greenhouses

&

Mouldings, Sash, Doors,
Oak, Ash, Hickory,
Redwood, Fir, Cypres,
Poplar, Basswood, Cedar, Lime,?
Cement, Plaster, Glass, Plate,
Fancy Mantles, Grates, Tiling

Before You Buy.

KEfttP

LUMBER

CO.

ger
Co. at Chicago, New Tori and
other eastern points, while gone be
Cooley Urton returned Saturday ev- will secure
a large
of bargains
ening from Kansas City, where he has for Rcswell people stock
In all lines of
been in the hospital for two months. fall
and winter goods.
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Stineman left
this morning for a six week's visit at
SOLAR MOTION.
their old home in Terre Haute, Ind.
A feast Wkva
Llftl We
tmm !
la Oolmm.
Miss May Rushing arrived Sunday
Can we find out anything about the
morning from Colorado, City, Texas,
The old
of our solar system
motions
for a visit with her sister Mrs. Minnie astronomer, before the invention of
Howe. .
spectroscopic methods, could attack
the problem only by a consideration mt.
Mrs. Emma Howard returned to her certain stellar motion. It has beep
home in Boaz Sunday morning after found that these motions are not altospending a few days with Roswell gether casual in character, as we
should expect, bnt there is a tendency
friends.
to a grouping of the motions an arrangement other than fortuitous.
It
up
from appears that the Individual stars formMiss Nettie Canoway came
Artesia Sunday morning to spend a ing the so called constellations on the
couple of days with relatives and sky are slowly closing up near a certain point mt the heavens and as slowfriends.
ly opening out near a- point diametriccounty, ally opposite. This Is just what w
A. M. Wood, of Dawson
expect if the solar system la apTexas who has been' here several days should
proaching the point where the stars
morncountry,
seeing the
left Sunday
are opening out. The phenomenon bat
ing for his home.
been compared to what we see when a
regiment of soldiers marches toward
B. F. Daniel, who is working on the us. At Brat there is visible a confused
new bridge at Dexter, came up Sun- mass of men only, but as distance diday morning for a short visit with re- minishes the ranks open .out until each
Individual becomes at last plainly visilatives and friends.

at hie
From Gen. Cbu. King:
"Mr. Parrish knows well bow
to make a story go. and with
sach a heroine and two such
manly fellows as Hampton and
young Brant, he has a strong
one here. I envy him his power,
I rejoice in his descriptions, and
I thank him for the spirited
picture he draws of the young
officer checking that mad lynching bee just in the nick of time.
With all my heart I hope the
story may be widely read.
"Cbarlxs Kino."

You will want to road this, our next

bast Mortal, tho story of

and

of PIsteer

Hero of Cutter's Famous Fighting Seventh.
By RANDALL PARRISH,
Aatkar

ml

"A Sward

mi

tke Old Frontier- ,-

-- My

a

Lady of the North," mtc

From the incidents leading up to and culminating in the
4battle
of the Little Big Horn, in which General Custer and
bis command were massacred by the Sioux under Sitting
Bull, Mr. Farrish has developed a story of dramatic power
and action that will stir the blood of every lover of a keen,
exciting story.
l The reader who delights in the ring of the horse's hoofs
on the rocky trail of the wilderness, and who would see a
dramatic picture of the West in that period of large and
spectacular situations, will find in Bob Hampton of
Placer, a story that will hold the attention, fixedly, to
the very end.
I The charming romance skilfully woven into the narralove
tive will appeal to every reader who enjoys a well-tol- d
story, with a brisk movement and a lively human interest.
IT WILL BE RUN SERIALLY IN THIS PAPER, AND TOU WILL
WATCH FOR THE OPENING CHAPTERS
APPRECIATE IT.
1"

old. noma

la Vernon, Texas.
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.
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S. H. Nisbet, deputy sheriff from
j Torrance county,
left Sunday on the
auto with Matilde Diaz, who is a witness in a case there.
Rev. E. McQueen Gray came up
from Carlsbad Sunday morning to con
duct the regular Sunday services at
the Episcopal mission.
Prof. R. E. Cottingham returned on
Sunday morning from a five days' visit in Lake Arthur where he has been
looking after 'business.
George Prager who has been here
for two weeks visiting his uncle, W.
S. Prager, and other relatives, left
Sunday morning for his home in Trini
dad Colorado.

Dick Seay came down from Amaril-lSaturday night to spend Sunday
and Monday with his parents and maH. E. White went to Campbell this ny friends.
He will return to his
morning to make some repairs on the work tomorrow.
telephone lines there.
Sunday
Miss Lizzie - Martin left
Will Lawrence came up from Lake morning on her return to her home in
Arthur Sunday morning to spend the Jefferson, O. T., having spent four
day with lady friends.
weeks very pleasantly with W. C.
Lanham and family.
E. J. Carlin came down from Clovis
Sunday evening to remain a few days
Sam Williamson, of Memphis, Ten
looking after business.
nessee, who has been here and in the
mountains for three months, left SunBee Taylor came up from Carlsbad day morning for Lubbock, Texas, for
Sunday morning to spend a few days a visit with relatives.
iu Roswell with friends.
L D. Fort returned to Amarillo on
Sunday
morning after a short visit
mornCharles Norvell left Sunday
ing for a visit of ten days at his old with homefolks in Roswell. He and
T. M. Daniel are in the commission bu
home at Lees Summit, Mo.
siness in the Yellow City.
T. F. Cazier came up from Lake
Henry Cross 'has arrived from Raton
Avaloa Sunday morning to spend a N. M., to accept a position in the
day or two with his family.
round house of the Eastern. He has
Jim McKinstry came up from Ha been in the employ of the Santa Fe,
german this morning for a visit wiUi running out of Raton as fireman.
his brother, J. H. McKinstry.
Miss Joyce Richardson, who has
here three weeks visiting her
been
Mrs. Floe Paddock, of Blacktower,
who has been here about a week, left brother Clem Richardson, left Sunday
morning for her home in Kansas City
Sunday morning for Portales.
accompanied by her ibrother who was
J. A. Lay returned Sunday morning here for his health.
from a business trip of several Jays
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Kester left Sunto points down the Pecos Valley.
day morning for a visit at their old
M. M. Brunk, the Dexter townsite home in Creston, la. Mr. Kester will
man, went to St. Joseph, Mo. Sunday be gone two or three weeks and Mrs.
Kester will probably remain for a
morning on immigration business.
more extended visit.
W. J. Bishop and sister, who were
W. A. Boots of Memphis, Tenn.,
here two days seeing the city, left this
who has been here seeing the country
morning for their home in Clovis.
and decided to return to make his
Miss Grace Massie is expected this home left Sunday morning for Mem
evening from Vernon, Texas for a phis, to close out his business there
preparatory to returning.
visit with her father J. S. Massie.
o

LOCAL NEWS.
J. W. Turknett was up from Artesia
today.
L. E. Bryant ,of Carlsbad,
visitor here Saturday.
B, C Chambers left on
Saturday for Torrance.

was a

tie

auto

W. H. Rhodes left this morning on

a two days' trip to Portales.

R. T. Burge returned Saturday night
from a trip to the Panhandle.
C. B. Daniel returned Sunday
ing from a trip to Lake Arthur.

morn-

W. P. Littlefleld returned to his
ranch near Kenna this morning.
H. "W. Little, ot Hagerman, spent
Sunday In Roswell visiting friends.

J. R. Steedman went to Hereford oa
Sunday morning to attend to busi-

ness.

J. T. and Jim Smart were among
the passengers out on the auto to Torrance Saturday.
H. K. Howard and A O. Shelby
were up from Lake Arthur Sunday

visiting friends.
A. W. McWhirt returned this morning from a few days' stay at his ranch
near Hagerman.

Mrs. D. P. Greiner returned this
Harry Jaffa left this morning
morning from a week's visit with her
Jim Hamilton, the tailor, returned
Saturday night from a month's visit a month's .buying trip for Jaffa,
friends of Hagerman.

on
Pra- -

ble.
In this way It has been possible to determine approximately the position on
the sky of the "apex" of solar motion,
or that point toward which our solar
system is at present traveling. It is in
the constellation Hercules. We are
Obliged to assume that our path is for
the moment a straight line. But we
mean that "moment", which began
when James Bradley commenced the
first star catalogue of modern precision,
about 1750, and which will end long
after present generations of men have
passed away. So mighty la the orbit
in question that many centuries must
come and go as moments before we can
hope to detect the orbit's curvature.
We are like travelers in the famous
"corkscrew" tunnel of the St. Gothard
railway. Trains enter on a low level
and after going around a huge curve
cut in the mountain emerge from the
tunnel again on a higher level and at a
point almost directly above the entrance. Passengers while in the dark
tunnel often amuse themselves by
watching the needle of a pocket compass, which makes a complete revolution during the passage. But without
the compass they could not know wheth
er the train was moving on a straight
or curved track, and so we passengers
Of the solar system, too, cannot know
by observation whether our great cos
mic track is straight or curved until.
like the compass, the astronomer's instruments shall tell us the truth. Harold Jacoby, Ph. D-- . in Harper's Weekly.

FORPIIBLIG
OWNERSHIP
(Continued from Page Three)
me, to the conclusion that the water
companies have made the more intelli
gent efforts toward adequacy and purity of supply, and that, all conditions
considered, the result of their efforts
has ibeen and is a better and cheaper
water supply and service than that
maintained by the municipal water
works department.".
Mr. Clark also dissents from the
statement, speaking of politics in Glas
gow, Manchester and
Birmingham,
that these conditions are distinctly
favorable to municipal operation, if
by this is meant a municipal owner
ship that may be favorably compared
with private ownership, in the charac
ter of its results and in benefit to
the city and citizens served. "My
knowledge of the question,' says Mr.
Clark, "is had from personal investi
gation, and from a study of the reports of the experts employed by this
ot
Commission and of the writings
members of the Commission. It leads
me to the conclusion that the city and
citizens of Glasgow, Manchester and
Birmingham, as well as of the other
municipalities investigated, are not
so well served by their public service
trading departments as the cities and
citizens of London, Newcastle, Shef
field, Dublin, and Norwich are by com
panies operating similar trading indus
tries, and that there is no element of
blessing in the municipalization in the
former cities to compensate for the
indifferent- character of the service
-

A Big

Rake Off

Is What Your Lawn Needs
And We Sell the Rake That Will Do it

ALSO

Lawn Mowers
Grass Catchers
Grass Shears
Grass Hooks

Grocery Go

Watson-Finle- y

rendered."
On the general subject of municipal ownership, Mr. Clark says tie in
vestigation in which he has taken
part has convinced him that munici
pal ownership has. not proven equal
to private ownership, in benefits to
the consumer, citizen or city. He does
Will open for business August 1st.
not agree that the way should be left
open for any municipality to under
in building formerly occupied by
take any trading operation, without
special authorization by the legisla
W. P. Lewis Hardware Company,
ture of the state wherein it is located
"I cannot believe," Mr. Clark declares
"that the prescribed remedy for any
ill should be a worse ill, and I cannot
recommend that a municipality suf
fering, or believing that It suffers, un
der public administration of a public
utility, should be given the right to
Tk Soldier's Idle Tim.
Military life is necessarily made np engage in the operation of such utililargely of loafing. You cannot keep a ty for itself, without such a course
man continuously at drilling, marching of procedure as will make sure that tries we have investigated.
sooner claimed by the owner, one
or any other branch ef military train the sober second thought of the peo"I believe that political and social
ing for eight hours a day and five or ple shall have ample opportunity for conditions in the United States are brown, bald face horse, 14 hands high,
eight or nine years old, branded T
Six days a week. You have to invent a development and expression,
less favorable to the success of muni- over :bar on left thigh.
great many other jobs for him, even to the community is committee to before
cipal
muniownership
than are the same
Sale In front of R. D. Bell's office
make a pretense of keeping htm occu
on Main street, at 3 p. m., August 17,
pied. But these jobs are nearly all cipal ownership with the accompany conditions in Great Britain.
"I find this conclusion strengthened 1907.
"loafing" jobs, and when it is all done ing dangers and difficulties, of which
L. J. RICHARDS,
the soldier has a great many more idle you are warned in the majority re by our investigation into municipali(ta
Insepctor Dist. No. 5.
hours on his bands per diem than any port.
zed industries in the United States.
o
other man In the same rank of life. I
"Because I believe that the general
"I am convinced that, under AmeriJ. F. Hinkle and J. A. Graham redo not know whether it is possible to credit of municipalities should be con can conditions, the system of private
arrive at any remedy for this, but. if served for the benefit of public and ownership of public utilities is best turned Saturday evening from their
It is. the direction in which I should necessary improvements, from which for
the citizens and the consumers. three weeks eastern trip. They took
look for the remedy would be to make
every soldier work at some other trade in the nature of things, private enter
"I recommend state regulation and in the Jamestown exposition and mafor a certain number of hours each prise is excluded; and because I be protection of public service compan- ny side trips, also visited Lake George
day. The number of hours might be lieve that a municipality should not ies, provided by statute, and as far
shorter in the summer, when there is in any event engage in any trading as possible automatic in Its applica- Lake Champlain, Thousand Islands,
more opportunity for training aud mili enterprise that will not pay its own
Niagara Falls and other places of intion and operation."
z
tary exercise, and longer in the winter. way, and have
terest. Mr. Hinkle attended the Elk
confidence
of
the
the
If thia were practicable, no doubt it
Lodge at Philadelphia as repGrand
would make aa enormous difference tc citizens as financially sound, I think
Estray Notice.
the value of the soldier as a citizen that municipalities should be prohibit
resentative of the Roswell lodge and
By
order
Sanitary
Cattle
the
of
when he leaves the ranks. London ed by statute from making invest
except Board of New Mexico, and in accord- met Harry T. Paterson formerly or
ments in trading operations,
Truth.
mortgage,
ance with Sec. 223, Compiled Laws this city, while there. Mr. Graham
with money borrowed on
spent the time of the Grand Lodge
Catbirds
Blank Snalca.
being
secured
or
otherwise,loan
the
of New Mexico, I will sell at public sessions with his home folks, who are
A writer In the Scientific Americas
by
is
on
which
plant
a
in
it
lien
the
says: "I witnessed a pair of catbirds
auction to the highest bidder, unless spending the summer at Derby, Conn
making a bold defense against a black Invested, and on the right to operate
anake bent on devouring the contents the same and on this only."
of their nests. At first the snake was
Mr. Clark dissents from the opinion
Inclined to disregard the distressed that a city should have the right to
P. DIVERS, Pres.
EMMETT PATTON. V. Pres.
BO. S. UIB8ANV, Sec.
birds as they fought to drive it away. purchase at its option the property of
but the blows of their wings and bills public Bervice corporations for opera
became so annoying that the thief bad
to seek refnge in flight. On reaching tion, lease or sale. He bases his op
Tour abstract should be a reliable, credible history of
the roots of the tree, from which th position on the belief that it is prac
your land, prepared by competent faithful men. Ours
river had washed the dirt, the snake tically impossible to secure private
nave 20 years of experience behind them and are by law
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Don't Ruin Your Best Horse Going for a Doctor
.

Bowel complaints are always more or less prevalent during the Summer
months, and many a man has ruined his best horse going for a doctor
when some of his family was suffering from cramp colic or cholera
morbus. Be prepared for such an emergency.

Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
Is the most successful medicine yet produced for these diseases and can
always be depended upon.
No doctor can prescribe a better medicine.
It is almost certain to be needed before the Summer is over. Buy it now.
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